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Abstract 

New finds ofbones ofthe Egyptian Mongoose (Herpestes ichneumon), one from Portugal and one from Spain, were directly 14C 
dated to the first century AD. While the Portuguese specimen was found without connection to the Chalcolith ic occupation ofthe 
Pedra Furada cave where it was recovered, the Spanish fmd, collected in the city of Mérida, comes from a ritual pit that also 
contained three human and 40 dog burials. The finds rep0l1ed here show that the Egyptian mongoose, contrary to the traditional 

and predominant view, did not first atTive in the lbetian Peninsula during the Muslim occupation of lberia. lnstead, our findings 
are consistent with the hypothesis that the species was first introduced by the Romans, or at least sometime during the Roman 
occupation of Hispania. Therefore, rad iocarbon dating of new archaeological finds of bones of the Egyptian Mongoose 
(Herpestes ichneumon) in the lberian Peninsula pusb back the confimled presence ofthe species in tlle region by approximately 
eight centuries, as the previously oldest dated record is from the ninth century. With these new dates, there are now a total offour 
14C dated specimens of Egyptian mongooses from the lberian Peninsula, and ali ofthese dates fali within the last 2000 years. Tms 
offers support for the hypothesis that the presence ofthe species in lberia is due to hi storical introductions and is at odds with a 
scenario of natural sweepstake dispersai across the Straits of Gibraltar in the Late Pleistocene (126,000- 11 ,700 years ago), 
recently proposed based on genetic data. 
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Introduction 

The origin of the lberian population of the Egyptian mon
goose (Herp estes ichneumon) has been much debated . 
Zooarchaeology can play an important role in c1arif)ring when 
and how this species reached the Iberian Peninsula. 

Today, tms matnmalian mesocarnivore is found mainly in 
Africa and southwest Asia (Do Linh San et a!. 2016). ln 
Europe, its distribution is restricted to the southwestem pat1 
of the Iberian Peninsu la (Delibes 1982 ; Balmori and 
Carbonell 2012 ; Fig. 1). 

The distribution of the Egyptian mongoose in the lberian 
Peninsula may have experienced expansions and contractions, 
with the species now undergoing a period of expansion and 
recolonization (BOtTalho et a!. 1996; Balmori and Carbonell 
2012; Barros et a!. 20 I 5). The fact that the mongoose inhabits 
Mediterranean forest and SIUl.lblands and prefers dense vege
tation cover, coupled with the reduction ofthese biotopes due 
to agricultural expansion in the twentieth centuty, may explain 
the shrinkage ofthe species ' range during that period (Delibes 
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1982; Borralho et a!. 1996). Throughout much of the last 
century, the mongoose was restricted to the south of the 
Tagus River, whereas in the nineteenth century, the lberian 
range was more extensive and included some of the northern
most regions of the peninsula, such as Galicia and Asturias 
(Delibes 1982). It is possible that before the nineteenth centu
ry, with lower human pressure, the Egyptian mongoose could 
have been distributed across the Iberian Península. However, 
there are probably factors , such as lower temperatures (BalTOS 
et a!. 2015), that limit the spread and persistence of the species 
in the north, and the Pyrenees apparent1y act as a banier to 
dispersai outside the peninsula. 

While the Egyptian mongoose is known from the 
Late Pleistocene and Holocene of north Africa, it is 
absent in the European Pleistocene fo ss il record 
(Kurtén 1968 ; Dobson 1998). Accordingly, its presence 
in the lberian Peninsula is generally considered the re
sult of historical introduction from north Africa (Dobson 
1998), and traditionally linked to the Arab conquest of 
lberia (Delibes 1982). 

Before thi s study, three archaeologieal finds of 
Egyptian mongoose from Iberia were published. One 

Fig. 1 Map showing the 
geographic range (grey colour) of 
the Egyptian mongoose 
(H el]Jestes ichneumon) in the 
Tberian Peninsula until 20 I O 
(Barros et aI. 2015 ; Balmori and 
CaI'bonell 2012). Black dots and 
stars, respectively, indicate the 
location of previously published 
and new finds (thi s study) of 
[-J. ichneumon. I- Fáblica de 
Tabacos, Gijón, Spain; 2- Moita 
do Sebastião, Muge, POItugal; 3-
Cabeço da Amoreira, Muge, 
POItugal; 4- Pedra Furada I Cave, 
Vila Franca de Xira, Portugal; 5-
Calle (street) Almendralejo, 4 1, 
Mérida, Spain; 6- Ponta da 
Passadeira, Barreiro, POItugal; 7-
Palmela Castle, Palmela, 
POItuga l; 8- Nelja Cave, Málaga, 
Spain. Map done by André 
Pereira 
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from Nerja Cave in southern Spain, radioearbon dated 
to the twelfth eentury AD (Riquelme-Cantal et a\. 
2008), and another from Muge in central Portuga l, 
14C dated to the ninth eentury AD. These were eon
sistent with the hypothesis of introduction(s) during 
the Muslim oecupation of the lberi an Penin sula 
(Detry et a\. 20 I I ). More reeent!y, remains of the 
mongoose have been found welI to the north of its 
present-day range , in G ijón, northern Spain, and dated 
to the sixth eentury AD (L1orente-Rodríguez et a\. 
2015) (F ig. I ). 

Here, we report additional remains of Egyptian 1110ngoose 
from Portugal and Spain, two ofwhieh were 14C dated to the 
Roman period (Table I ; Fig. I ). The Spanish set of remains 
(Fig. 2) was dated to the first century AD and found together 
with 40 do gs in a ritual eontext in Mérida (Ca lle 
Almendralejo), western Spain. The radioearbon-dated bone 
fr0111 Portugal (Fig. 3), also dated to the first centUJy AD, 
was found intrusive (i.e. not eontemporaneous with the pre
historie human oeeupation) in a Chalcolithie context in the 

Cave of Pedra Furada in Vila Franca de Xira. The three re
maining bones (Fig. 4) were found in lslamie eontexts in the 
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Fig. 2 Bones ofEgyptian 
mongoose (He/yJestes 
ichneumon) fOllnd in the fllneraty 
pit at Call e Almendralejo, Mérida 
(Spain) (on the left), compared 
with the bones ofthe LARC
DGPC reference collection 
(right). Photographs: José Paulo 
Ruas 

medieval site ofthe Castle ofPalmela, Portugal, and dated via 
the associated cultural remains. 

The finds discussed here are therefore the oldest 
radiocarbon-dated remains of Egyptian mongoose described 
so far for the Ibelian Peninsula. 
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Archaeological remains of the Egyptian 
mongoose in Europe 

lt has been argued (Masseti 2009) that the earliest fmd ofthe 
Egyptian l110ngoose in Eurape is a bone recovered fram a 
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Fig.3 One ulna identified as 
Egyptian mongoose (Hel/Jestes 
ichl1eumon) from Pedra Furada 
Cave (pOItugal) (on the left), 
compared with the bones of the 
LARC-DGPC reference 
collection (right), radiocarbon 
dated to the first centuly AD. 
Phot06~'aphs: José Paulo Ruas 

o 2 
! 

Punic cistem dated to the 5th-4th centUly BC in Sant' Antioco 
lsland, Sardinia (Campanella and Wilkens 2004). However, 
this is a debatable asset1ion, given the possibility of strati
graphic uncertainty (e.g. Riquelme-Cantal et aI. 2008). 
Masseti (2009) convincingly makes the case that the bone 
probably belonged to a tamed or domestic animal kept for 
controlling rodents. The fact that the bone was found in a 
closed deposit makes it likely that it was intentionally 
deposited. 

The second published find from Europe, and the &st from the 
lberian Peninsula, was unearthed in Netja Cave (Riquelme
Cantai et aI. 2008). Only one complete cranium was fOUlld, but 
its good preservation facilitated its identification to species. The 
layer from which it was recovered was cultnrally dated to the 
Bronze Age, but a direct radiocarbon date on the specinlen 
showed that it in fact belonged to a much later period, the twelfth 
centnry AD. Nerja cave was occupied intennittently during the 
medieval period, including the lslamic one. 

More recently, in the Mesolithic shell middens of Muge, 
we found four bones of H. ichneumon: one cranium in Moita 
do Sebastião, and one pelvis and two complete right ulnae in 
Cabeço da Amoreira (Detty et aI. 20 11). One ofthe ulnae was 
radiocarbon dated to the ninth century AD, making it contem
poraty with the Ul11ayyad Emirate of Cordoba, in the eat'ly 
phase of the lslamic occupation of lberia during medieval 
times. 

The latest published find of H. ichneumon in Europe comes 
from a site in Gijón (La Fábrica de Tabacos), a location out
side the current distribution range, and has been dated to the 
sixth or seventh centnry AD (Llorente-Rodríguez et aI. 2015). 
It is the most complete skeleton among the Emopean rel11ains 
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3cm 
I 

ofthe species, including 28 bones tl1at are very well preserved 
due to the low-oxygen content of the soil. They also do not 
show any signs of having been eaten or prepared in any way 
(Llorente-Rodríguez et aI. 2015). The stratigraphic unit in 
which they were found also contained an abundance of pet 
animais such as cats and dogs, and tlús raises the possibility 
that the mongoose was also a pet (Llorente-Rodríguez et aI. 
2015). Gijón is not within the current distribution range ofthe 
species, but might have been in the past, with several authors 
reportillg its presence in northem Spain. Gijón was also an 
impotiant port in Late Antiquity (Fernandez-Ochoa et aI. 
2015). 

There is also an undated isolated l11andible found at the 
Neolithic open-air site of Ponta da Passadeira (Barreiro , 
Portngal) (Soat'es 2013). It is possible that this specimen is 
intrusive since it came from an unsealed context in this 
open-air site. 

New evidence for the presence of tlle Egyptian mongoose in 
Roman lberia (Vila FratlCa de Xira and Métida) and Medieval 
Portugal (Palmela) is described in the "Results" section. 

Table I presents a summary of the archaeological remains 
of H. ichneumon in Emope and see Detry et aI. (2011 ) for a 
briefreview ofthe paleontological and archaeological records 
of the species from elsewhere. 

Methods 

The mongoose remains repOlied in tlús stndy were found in 
general zooarchaeological surveys at the three archaeological 
sites. Of the bones collected, those of smal1 camivores were 
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Fig. 4 Bones identified as 
Eb'Yptian mongoose (HellJes tes 
ichneumon) frum Pab11ela castle 
(portugal) (on the left), compared 
with the bones ofthe LARC
DGPC reference collection 
(right). The archaeological 
context was dated to lhe 8th- 10th 
centuly AD. Photographs: José 
Paulo Ruas 

compared with the reference collection of the Archaeosciences 
LaboratOlY of Lisbon (Direcção Geral do Pau;mónio Cultural). 
Ofthe bones identified as belonging to H. ichneumon, a sample 
of 2 g fi'om the Cave of Pedra Furada ulna and of the Mérida 
specirnen (tibia) were sent to Beta Analytic lnc. for radiocarbon 
dating. The protocol involved a pre-treaul1ent of the bone sam

pies with cold HCL to eliminate the mineral fraction and extract 
the collagen, which is the portion needed for radiocarbon dating. 
To ensure removal of secondaJ.Y organic acids, the collagen was 
washed with an alkali solution. The samples were then convelted 
into graphite for accelerator mass specu'ometly (AMS) analysis 
and the ratios of 14C, 13C and 12C were measured. We used AMS 

because it is the method of choice for radiocarbon measurements 
due to its accuracy and requiring a much smaller saJ.l1ple than 
radiomeu'ic techniques (Wood 20 15). The d 13C values were 
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measured separately in an isotope ratio mass spectrometer 
(IRMS). The 14C dates were then calibrated using Calib REV 
7.0.4 and the lntcal13 curve (Reirner et aI. 2013) (Table 1). 

Results 

The remains studied here come from three different 
sites: a ritual pit in Emerita Augusta (modem Mérida), 
the Roman capital of Lusitania; a cave with prehistoric 
occupation c\ose to the Tagus estuary (Gruta da Pedra 
Furada) ; and the medieval castle of Palmela, in the 
Setúbal Peninsula between the Tagus and Sado estuaries 
(Fig. 1). 
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Emerita Augusta (Calle Almendralejo) 

Between 2005 and 2007, emergency excavations were under
taken at number 41 , Calle Almendralejo, near the nOlth Gate 
of Emerita Augusta. At this location, a large Roman dump 
was uncovered, containing remains dating c10se to the foun
dation of the city, at the end of first century AD to the fifth 
century AD (Bustamante-Álvarez 2013 ; Heras Mora et aI. 
2011 , 2017). ln the middle of the site, a large pit was found 
with evidence that indicate its ritual character, among them, 
ceramics with a high symbolic content or fine tableware des
tined for symposia (Heras Mora et aI. in press; Heras Mora 
and Olmedo 2010). 

The H. ichneumon remains found at the site inc1ude a cra
nium (posterior part without maxilla), a right pelvis, a right 
femUf and one complete left tibia (Fig. 2). All the long bones 
had completely fused epiphyses, ind icating that they belonged 
to an adult animal. The tibia was directly radiocarbon dated to 
104 cal BC- 57 cal AD (Table 1). The remains were discov
ered in a particular archaeological context, with three human 
skeletons at the bottom ofthe pit covered by ca. 40 dog skel
etons and the mongoose bones. This assemblage had been 
sealed with a layer of funerary banquet terra sigillata 
sudgalica (Bustamante-Álvarez 2009), indicating a date for 
the pit contents of ca. 50- 60 AD. The 14C date is compatible 
with this supposition. The fact tllat the context was sealed 
made it less likely that the remains could have been intmsive. 

The mongoose bones may have belonged to the same an
imaI and, as in the case of the specimen from Gijón (Llorente
RodIiguez et aI. 2015), the fact that it was buried with dogs, 
many of which were small lap-dogs (Pires et aI. 2017), sug
gests that it could also have been a pet. 

Gruta da Pedra Furada 

Pedra Furada are two caves located on a slope near Vila 
Franca de Xira, a town 40 km northeast of Lisbon. ln the first 
cave (Gruta da Pedra Furada 1), among other faunal remains, 
we found a left ulna of Egyptian mongoose (Fig. 3). The cave 
had an intelmittent late Chalcolithic and Bronze Age occupa
tion and was also used in the early modem period (fifteenth 
centl.lly AD). ln prehistoric times, the site was mainly used for 
burials and the skeletons of some 34 or more humans have 
been found. Only one human bone was direct1y radiocarbon 
dated, and the estimated date fell in the 4tll/3rd millennium 
BC (Silva et aI. 2014), thus compatible with a Chalcolithic 
occupation. No Roman remains were found in the cave. lt 
was excavated in the 1950s and the faunal remains were re
cently studied by Cardoso and Detry (see Silva et aI. 2014). 
Among the remains were domestic species such as cattle, 
sheep, goat and pig. Most are interpreted as burial offerings 
as was then customaty. A few bones of chicken may indicate a 
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more recent occupation, as the chicken is known in Portugal 
mainly since the lron Age (Davis 2007). 

The Egyptian mongoose ulna has an unfused olecranon, 
indicating ajuvenile individual. The ulna was 14C dated yield
ing a 20" interval of 154 cal BC- 52 cal AD (Table 1), and 
hence its presence is unconnected with the hUma.Il occupation 
ofthe cave. During the long interval between the Bronze Age 
and modem times, the cave was unoccupied and would natu
rally have been used by wild animaIs such as the mongoose. 
The recovered specimen, in contrast to the remains from 
Emerita Augusta, is intmsive and most certainly belonged to 
a wild animal. 

Palmela Castle 

Palmela castle in the town of Palmela, 40 km southeast of 
Lisbon, is an important fortress- occupied since the earliest 
Muslim presence in Iberia- the end ofthe eighth centuly/fIrst 
half of the ninth century AD (Fernandes 2004). 

ln one of the excavated gallelies, in the oldest deposits, 
three very well-preserved bones- a left humems, a left pelvis 
and a right femur- were recovered (Fig. 4). The context is 
dated, through the materiais recovered, between the 8th/9th 
and the 10th centuries AD. The mongoose remains could 
not have been introduced before the constmction of the castle, 
and they are possibly coeval with the first Islamic occupation, 
when the castle was built. 

Radiocarbon dating 

Direct radiocarbon dating is particularly useful in the case of 
burrowing animaIs, since this behaviour increases the likeli
hood that their remains are intmsive into archaeological 
layers. For the Egyptian mongoose, this concem is reinforced 
by remains that yielded radiocarbon dates l11uch younger than 
the archaeological layers in which they were recovered 
(Riquelme Cantai et aI. Riquelme-Cantal et aI. 2008; Delly 
et aI. 2011 ). 

Two of the bones described here, one tibia from Emerita 
Augusta and one ulna from Gmta da Pedra Furada, were sent 
in 20 17 to Beta Analytic lnc. and both produced dates con
tel11poraneous with the beginning of the Romanization of 
Hispania after its conquest. The overlap between tl1e two es
timated dates (Beta-46731 O and Beta-4673 1 1 ) was a complete 
surprise since the two bones come from vely different sites 
hundreds of kilometres apart. The different 13C values con
firmed that the bones were from different individuais with 
different diets. This mies out the possibility that the similarity 
ofthe two estimates cou ld be due to sal11ple l11ixing or cross
contamination in the laboratory before analysis. 

The remains from Palmela Castle were not 14C dated be
cause they could not be older than the end of the eighth cen
tury AD or the first half of the nintl1 centuly, when the castle 
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was built, and thus cannot set an earlier date for the arrival of 
the Egyptian mongoose in the Iberian Peninsula than that al
ready established by the two bones radiocarbon dated in this 
study (first centUly AD). 

Discussion 

There is currently no evidence that the Egyptian mongoose 
has ever been tmly domesticated, in the sense of selective 
breeding across multiple generations leading to permanent 
genetic modification (Driscoll et aI. 2009). Nevertheless, it is 
knOWl1 that the species can be tamed and bred as a household 
pet (Harrison 1968; Osbom and Helmy 1980; Ben-Yaacov 
and Yom-Tov 1983; Evans 2016) and has historically been 
used for rodent control (Faure and Kitchener 2009; Masseti 
2009). This latter purpose has been suggested as the main 
reason for the introduction of the Egyptian mongoose in the 
lberian Peninsula (Faure and Kitchener 2009; Masseti 2009; 
DetJy et aI. 2011 ). As noted by Masseti (2009), the reality of 
ancient introductions ofthe species to Europe is attested by the 
bone from Sant' Antioco Island. Ancient introductions to 
Sicily and the ltalian Peninsula in late Antiquity or medieval 
times also li.kely explain the early presence ofanother African 
mammal, the crested porcupine Hystrix cristata, probably for 
phamlaceutical purposes (Masseti et aI. 2010). 

Recently, based on the results of a genetic study, it has been 
postulated that the Egyptian mongoose entered the lberian 
Peninsula by natural sweepstake dispersai across t11e Strait of 
Gibraltar sometinle dming fue Middle to Late Pleistocene cyclic 
lowering of sea levei (Gaubel1 et aI. 20 11 ; Gaubelt 2016). 

The Strait of Gibraltar has been open since the end of the 
Messinian salinity crisis at the Miocene-Pliocene transition, 
ca. 5.3 million years ago (Krijgsman et aI. 1999; Blanc 
2002; Loget and Van Den Driessche 2006). lmportantly, while 
the earliest fossils assigned to Herpestes are from the Middle 
Miocene (ca. 14.5 Ma; Tugen Hills, Kenya; Morales and 
Pickford 2008) and Late Miocene (9.5- 7 Ma; Siwaliks, 
Pakistan; Barry 1983) (ca. 7 Ma; Toros-Menalla, Chad; 
Peigné et aI. 2008), H. ichneumon is first known from the 
mid-Pliocene Upper Laetolil Beds (3.85- 3.63 Ma; Deino 
2012) at Laetoli, northem Tanzania (Petter 1987; Werdelin 
and Dehghani 2011 ). The Egyptian mongoose has also been 
reported from the early Middle Pleistocene of Asbole , 
Ethiopia (Geraads et aI. 2004) and from the Early 
Pleistocene site of Ubeidiya, Israel (Belmaker 20 I O). 

ln northwestem Africa, the species is found from the 
Middle Pleistocene onwards (Geraads 2008 ; Geraads et aI. 
2010; Raynal et aI. 2010). Thus, the species apparently did 
not exist, or at least did not occm in north Africa, before the 
opening of the Strait of Gibraltar, mling out the scenario of 
dly-Iand crossing of the MeditelTanean. However, it seems 
unlikely that the Iberian population of H. ichneumon is 
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derived from westward dispersai from the Middle East across 
Southem Europe, given the CUlTent absence of prehistoric re
mains of the species in Europe. 

Since the opening of the Strait of Gibraltar, sea levei in 
the strait was lowest 30 ka and 26- 17 ka ago, when it was 
about 125 m, and at most 150 m, below present sea levei 
(Rohling et aI. 2014). On the west side of the strait, the 
Camarinal Sill , the shallowest sill separating the 
MeditelTanean Sea from the Atlantic Ocean, has a present 
depfu of 284 m (Blanc 2002). Paleogeographic reconstmc
tions indicate that the minimum width of the strait in the 
Pleistocene would have been 8- 10 km (Shackleton et aI. 
1984; Collina-Girard 2001 ; Gutscher 2005 ; Gracia et aI. 
2008). To the west of the Camarinal Si II, where the strait 
widens, some presently submerged small islands and islets, 
including the Spm1el Bank, would have appeared whenever 
sea levei fell 100- 130 m below its present levei (CoUina
Girard 2001 ), while remaining separated by deep channels 
(Blanc 2002). The use of these islands as stepping stones for 
dispersai across the strait would have required at least two 
hops, one of them involving a distance over water of no less 
than 6- 7 km (Coll ina-Girard 2001 ; Gracia et aI. 2008 ; 
Linstãdter et aI. 2012). Moreover, during cold periods such 
as the last glacial maximum (LGM, 26.5- 19 ka ago; Clark 
et aI. 2009), marine surface currents flowing westwards 
(Gibert et aI. 2003) would tend to carry dispersing animais, 
either swimming or on natural rafts, into the Atlantic and not 
across the strait. Vegetation rafts, unli.ke in the tropics, are 
not a typical feature of the Mediterranean today, and proba
bly were not during the Pleistocene (Broodbank 2006). 
Accordingly, the palaeontological and zoogeographical data 
indicate that the Strait of Gibraltar has been an effective 
barrier to a large number of land animal species (O 'Regan 
2008), and of those that have crossed several result from 
human introductions (Dobson 1998; Cosson et aI. 2005 ; 
Modolo et aI. 2005 ; Lalis et aI. 2016). Palaeontological ev
idence of the native presence of a species on both sides of 
the Strait in the Plio-Pleistocene does not necessarily imply 
sea crossings, since it could also be due to migration around 
both shores of the MeditelTanean (O'Regan 2008). Among 
those species that could plausibly have crossed the Strait are 
Im·ge mammals with good swimming abilities, such as bears, 
deer, and possibly boar and hippopotamus (Dobson 1998; 
O'Regan 2008; Geraads 2010; Palombo 2014; Femandez 
et aI. 2015; Soria-Boix et aI. 2017). lt is therefore clem· that 
the Strait has acted as a stJ·ong biogeographic filter, allowing 
the dispersai of a limited number of species (Fen·àndez
Caiíadell et aI. 2014 ; Gibert et aI. 2016). Besides the 
Egyptian mongoose, the only other Afrotropical camivore 
in the lberian Peninsula , the common genet (Genetta 
genetta) , is widely considered to have been introduced from 
north Africa (Morales-Muruz 1994; Dobson 1998; Gaubert 
et aI. 2011 ; Gaubert 2016). 
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Even archaeological evidence for hWllans throughout the 
Pleistocene has been generally interpreted as indicating that 
trans-Gibraltar contacts only occurred at the end ofthe Upper 
Palaeolithic, about 12,000 years ago (Straus 200 1; Erlandson 
200 I ; Garcea 2004; Derricourt 2005 ; Broodbank 2006 ; 
Carbonell and Rodríguez 2006; Alcaraz Castano 2007; van 
der Made 2011 ; Linstadter et aI. 2012 ; Garcia et aI. 2013 ; 
Croitor 2018; Muttoni et aI. 2018), presumably by boat since 
by this time, sea levei was simi lar to the present (Rohling et aI. 
2014). Only recently, evidence has been accumulating to sug
gest that the lberian Acheulean, a type ofhuman litbic indus
t1y, may have originated in n011h Africa through contact across 
the Strait of Gibraltar during the early Middle Pleistocene 
(Santonja and Pérez-González 2010; Jiménez-Arenas et aI. 
2011 ; Sharon 2011 ; Sharon and Barsky 2016; Santonja et aI. 
2016; Álvarez-Posada et aI. 2017; but see also Rolland 2013 
and Walker et aI. 2013). Nevertheless, the apparent overall 
rarity of trans-Gibraltar human movements in the 
Pleistocene reinforces the idea that the Strait is a strong barrier 
to dispersai of land mammals. 

Gaubert et aI. (2011 ) proposed the hypothesis that the 
Egyptian mongoose reached the lberian Peninsula via a 
sweepstake crossing ofthe Strait ofGibraltar sometime during 
the Middle to Late Pleistocene, based mainly on the following 
results of their genetic study: (i) an observed high mitochon
drial DNA (mtDNA) differentiation between population sam
pies from lberia and northwest Africa and (ii) the levei of 
mtDNA diversity in the lberian sample, which was considered 
high by the authors. However, sample sizes were unbalanced 
between lberia and northwest Africa, being very small for 
Morocco (/1 = 3) and AIgeria (n = 7). lt is well known that 
comparisons of mtDNA diversity between populations or re
gions are highly sensitive to undersampling (Goodall
Copestake et aI. 2012; Phillips et aI. 2015). Small and unbal
anced sample sizes can also lead to biased estimates of genetic 
differentiation due to sampling erro r on allele frequencies 
(Holsinger and Weir 2009; Caujapé-Castells 20 I O), and tbis 
bias is particularly likely with a single locus such as mtDNA. 
lnsufficient sampling in n011hwest Africa may have missed 
haplotypes shared with the lberian Peninsula if they are cur
rently infrequent in the fomler region. In such cases, it has 
been shown that inadequate sampling can strongly influence 
results and interpretations on the origin of extralimital popu
lations (Cristescu et aI. 2001 ; Hanfling et aI. 2002; Muirhead 
et aI. 2008; Johnson et aI. 2011 ). 

The new dated finds repo11ed here, taken together with 
dates from previous stud ies (Riquelme-Cantal et aI. 2008 ; 
Det1y et aI. 2011 ; LlOl'ente-Rodríguez et aI. 2015), strongly 
support the hypothesis that the presence ofthe Egyptian mon
goose in the lberian Peninsula is due to histOlical introduc
tions. As previously remarked by Detly et aI. (20 11 ), if as 
proposed by Gaubert et aI. (2011 ) the species had arrived in 
the lberian Peninsula some time in the Middle to Late 
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Pleistocene, it is striking that none of the dated remains of 
lberian H. ichneul110n are prebistoric (Table 1). 

Some of the remains (Emerila Augusta and Gijón) were 
contemporaneous with the archaeological contexts in which 
they were found and may represent pets that were intention
ally buried. lt might be argued that the age and context ofthese 
specimens, since they could have been pets, do not necessarily 
bear on the age and origin ofthe wild population in the lberian 
Peninsula. However, this caveat does not apply to the remains 
from Nerja, Muge and Gmta da Pedra Furada, which were ali 
shown by direct radiocarbon dating to be intmsive. These 
intmsive remains are likely the result of burrowing behaviour 
(Palomares and De\ibes 1993), and therefore most probably 
belonged to individuais living in the wild. 

The dated H. ichneumon remains from Europe reported so 
far seem to suggest an interesting pattem, which may apply to 
other blmowing animais that could have been tamed, kept as 
pets or venerated in some way. On one hand, there are spec
imens, often isolated bones, shown to be intmsive by radio
carbon dating and recovered from archaeological contexts 
(much) older than the age of the remains, which probably 
belonged to wild individuais that died in their burrows. On 
the other hand, there are finds , in some cases of several bones, 
coming from sealed loci and ritual burials, and dated as con
temporaneous with the contexts in which they were found , 
which likely represent pet or tame animais. 

Here, we present two assemblages representing these two 
depositional types, and both dated to the first century AD. 
They unambiguously prove the presence ofthe Egyptian mon
goose in !beria during the Roman period and represent the 
oldest record of the species in the lberian Perunsula. 

Our f1l1dings are thus consistent with the hypothesis that 
the species was first introduced by the Romans, or at least 
sometime dming the Roman occupation of Hispania. lt is 
well known that during the Roman Republic and Empire, 
there was a constant movement of people, animais, goods 
and ideas ali over the Mediterranean basin, linking north 
Africa and the Levant with Southem Europe (Leitch 2013 ; 
Scheidel 2014; Colominas and Edwards 20 I 7; Pires et aI. 
2017). ln Emerita Augusta, evidence of a north African 
connection is illustrated by the presence of Apican Red 
Slip Ware from the province of Byzacena (Tunisia) until 
the sixth centuIy AD, and also the trade of oil amphorae 
ofthe sarne origin (Vázquez de la Cueva 1985). We can also 
observe a religious connection since the funenuy monument 
where the mongoose was found seems to have a n011h-Afi"ican 
influence (Prados 2008), such as the cupae and tower mauso
leums (Bustamante-Álvarez and Olmedo 2012). The ritual 
sacrifice of dogs , which is probably the case at Calle 
Almedralejo, is also related to Punic-Hispanic influences and 
of north-African tradition, as it was interpreted for the necrop
olis of Gadir (modem Cádiz, Spain) (Niveau and Marinas 
2006; Heras Mora et aI. in press). 

~ Springer 
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As discussed above, the association with dogs suggests that 
the Egyptian mongoose bones that were recovered from the 
sarne site may have belonged to an intentionally buried pet. ln 
this context, it is worth remembering that in ancient Egypt, the 
mongoose c1ear1y had some religious and emotional signifi
cance: it was represented in paintings, collars, statues, burials 
and was even mummified (Hinton and Dunn 1967; Nicholson 
et aI. 2015; Evans 2016). 

Conclusion 

This report increases awareness ofthe question ofthe origin of 
the Egyptian mongoose in the lberian Peninsula and stimu
lates further research to shed more light on how and when this 
mesocarnivore alTived in Iberia. For instance, it would be 
relevant to obtain radiocarbon dates for the remains in 
Table I not yet absolutely dated . 

The findings presented here provi de the earliest record of 
the species in the region and are consistent with a time offtrst 
introduction during the Roman occupation of Hispania. Our 
study therefore offers the first conc\usive evidence refuting the 
traditional and dominant view that the first introduction oc
cuned during the Muslim occupation of lberia. Moreover, the 
new dated finds , taken together with dates from previous stud
ies (Riquelme-Cantal et aI. 2008 ; Detry et aI. 2011 ; Llorente
RodIiguez et aI. 2015), raise the possibility of multiple intro
ductions at different times fr0111 Classical Antiquity to the 
Ear1y Middle Ages. 

The Egyptian mongoose bones from Emerita Augusta are 
notable because they come from an antlu'opic context, a ritual 
pit that also contained three human and 40 dog burials, and 
this leads us to believe that the mongoose bones belonged to a 
pet, which received the sarne ritual treatment. 
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